Paul Erdôs has suggested an investigation of infinite groups from the point of view of the partition relations of set theory. In particular, he suggested that given a group G, one considers the graph T with vertex set G whose edges are the pairs {g, h) which do not commute. A subset X C G is a complete subgraph of r if and only if no two elements of X commute, X is independent in T if and only if it is a commutative subset of G, and the chromatic number of T, denoted by x(r), is the smallest number of abelian subgroups needed to cover G
If X is a set, let [X]* = { Y C X | | Y\ = K}. Let (y a \ a < X) be a collection of cardinals. We shall employ the arrow notation of Erdôs and Rado to denote partition relations. We write K -» (y a \ a < \) n if whenever [n] n = U«<\ X a ,
there exists an a < X and F G [K] 7 " such that [F] n Ç Z a . If 7« = 7 for all a < X, we write K -> (T)X W . The partition relations used below, in addition to
Ramsey's theorem [14] , are the following cases of theorems of Erdos and Rado [3] . For all infinite cardinals K, 0) (2«) + -((2«) + , K+y,
(ii) (2*) + -+ (x + )* 2 .
(iii) If 2<" = K, then K+ -» (K) 7 2 , for all 7 < cf K.
A collection &~ of sets forms a A-system with kernel H if A P\ 7> = if for a i ^5 Ç J^~. The Erdôs-Rado generalization [4] of Marczewski's theorem [7] states: if K, X are regular cardinals with K < X, if a <x < X for all a < X, and if ^ is a family of sets such that \A\ < K for each A G ^ and |^| = X, then some &~ CI ^ with \&~\ = X forms a A-system. (If 2 <<r = o-, then X = <r+ and K = cf o-satisfy these hypotheses.) Unless otherwise indicated, all the cardinals in this paper are infinite. Proof Ai gh = hg, then gxhx = hxgx implies that x = h~1gxhg~l = h~1gxg~lh.
Thus g~lh G C(x), so hC(x) = gC{x).
LEMMA 2. If X -> (K) 2 2 a^ P(G) ^ K, /Aew G is \C.
Proof. Let x G G and {x a | a < X} ÇG. We want to find a, 0, a ^ /3, such that x a C(x) = x^C^x). Partition [{x a : a < X}] 2 into two classes-the class of commutative pairs and the class of noncommutative pairs. By X -> (K) 2 Proof. Let x G G and let G = U«<\ A a , with each yl a abelian and X < K. Suppose G = U/ser XpC(x). If \T\ ^ X + , then for some a < X and 5 G 
(ii) The proof is similar, so we omit it. There is room for strengthening of the bound 2 22 -see Problem 2 below.
Proof. Let H = (Ja ^4 a , then G = U/s, a xpA a . Since [^4 a : C(x^) Pi ^4J ^ K:^, for each x$ there exists {^7,a,^} £ [^J^ such that ^4 a = UT./S ^.«^(COty) P\ ^4 a ). Since G is covered by the abelian sets xpy y ,a,&{C(xp) C\ A a ), it follows that x(G) g xffl'E^^ < *.
COROLLARY. // G is KC and has an abelian subgroup A such that [G: A]
Proof. The proof is immediate.
then G= u % lfl (cyni/).
/3<X
The number of sets in this union is Proof. That (IV) implies (II) follows from Lemma 5(ii). That (II) implies (III) is obvious. Lemma 6 yields (III) implies (I). It is obvious that (I) implies (V) and (V) implies (VI).
We show VI implies IV. Suppose P(G) ^ No-By Lemma 2 and Ramsey's Theorem, G is FC. Assuming that G does not satisfy (IV), we construct sequences {/ n }, {a n }, {b n \ with (1) fifi^fjfi, j*i;
Let /o = a 0 and bo be two non-commuting elements.
Since G is FC, C has finite index in G and thus is non-abelian. Let a n+1 and b n+ i be two non-commuting elements in C and let
Clearly (2) 
As we mentioned in the introduction, the equivalence of (I) and (II) was shown by R. Baer by a different proof which does not generalize to strong limit cardinals. The equivalence of (II), (III) and (IV) was shown by B. H. Neumann by essentially the same proof (see [9] .) We can show that (I), (V) and (VI) are equivalent for cancellation semigroups. B. H. Neumann has independently shown the equivalence of (IV) and (VI) in [13] . 
S\(u, w) is a non-empty subset of W. Fhen there exists an alternating bilinear function p: V X V ->W satisfying
(
Proof. We assume that {v e | e < K + \ is a basis for V such that {z; e | e < K} is a basis for F K . Let F € be the subspace of F spanned by [v a \a < e). Well-order [ F]" with order type K+, {X e \e < K+} , such that X € QV e .Let& € = {X T \r^ ej. We suppose inductively that p has been defined on V e and we want to extend to F e+ i. Well-order V e X ^? € X K, {(w a , X a , X a )} a<K . Let {w a |a < K} be an independent set of vectors such that w a G X a and extend this set to a basis «â? for F e . Then define p(w a , v t ) + p(w a , ££«) G 5x a (w a , w a + ^e) for each a < K. 
(T).
We used ^ = {^r|r ^ 5} going from F 5 to Fa + i. Since u -v^ G F5, for each X < K there exists a: < K such that (u -v&, X Vi X) = (w a , X a , X a ). Thus for every X there exists w = w a G X v such that
Hence M G 2)(r). It follows that D(T) C 7,.
Remark 4. This construction was used in [1, p. 206 ] to show that under the assumption 2" = K + there is a 2-step nilpotent, FC group without equipotent abelian subgroups. Further details concerning this construction and those in the following three examples can be found in [1] .
There exists a group G of cardinality K + such that for
Proof. Let PF = F 2 , S 0 (w, u) = {0j, Si(w, w) = {lj in Lemma 8. Let 7: F X F-» 7^2 be any bilinear form such that p(x, y) = y(x, y) -y(y, x). We form a group G = F 7 F 2 on the set F X F 2 with multiplication defined by
Both of these sets have cardinality at most K by construction. We leave it to the reader to verify that (1) and (2) are satisfied. Now let y il FX F-* W be any bilinear maps such that p t (x, y) = 7<(x, y) -
y t (y,x). Put G = F 7 iW
/ andF= V 72W. Clearly, (1) implies that P(G X H) > K + , but the proof in Example 1 shows that both G and H are KC and P(G) = P(#) = K+.
Remark 5. The existence of a group with the properties described in Example 1 for K = Ko is independent of the usual axioms of set theory. Namely, it is a theorem of [6] K such that the sets A(x) with x £ F form a A-system with kernel iJ = {«i, a 2 , . . . , a n }. If x;y ^ 3>x for all ^ ^ x Ç F, there exists an i S n and a Z G [F]* such that :ry(a<) 7^ yx(a t ) for all x 5^ y £ Z, contradicting |G a .| < K. If K is singular, P(G) = K + follows directly from the next lemma and the fact that \G\ = K. Proof. Since cf(/c) < K, we may suppose X 0 = cf(/c). Well-order X 0 = {x a : a < cf(/c)}. Consider the set S = {x a y a \y a £ X a ). If y af z a £ X a and x a y a x a z a = x a s a x a^« , then ;y a s a = z a y a , which implies z a = y a . If a 5* P and x a y a Xpy$ = Xpy$x a y a , then x a x^ = x^Xa, a contradiction. Thus 5 is a set of K pairwise non-commuting elements. at least X a conjugates in H, we have a contradiction. Thus we may assume that every subgroup L such that [G: L] < K has P(X) = K. We construct sets X a , a < cf(/c), having the properties (1), (2) and (3) in Lemma 9 and the additional property
LEMMA 10. Let nbe a strong limit cardinal. If G is a group which is KC and has P(G) -K. then G has a subgroup H and a normal subgroup K
Since P(C) = K, we can choose X C C, X a set of pairwise non-commuting elements and |X| regular and at least X^. There exists Kp < K and Proof, (i) X (G) ^ 6. Clearly X (G) à x(G«) for all a, so X (G) ^ <r. We claim that x(G) = log K. Suppose on the contrary that G is a disjoint union of abelian sets A e , 6 < X for some cardinal X with 2 X < K. In each G a choose two non-commuting elements x a and y a . For each a < fi < K consider the element s a0 of G defined by ^(e) = <x a e = a Partition the pairs {a, 0}, a < /3 < K, into X classes-put {a, /3} in the 0th class if s a p £ Ae. Since K -» (3)\ 2 , there exists A e and a, 0, 7 such that s a/ j, 5^7,
(ii) x(G) S 0. Consider the tree T = (2) <e of functions from ordinals < 6 into 2, ordered by function extension. T has 6 nodes and 2 e ^ K paths (a path corresponds to a function from 9 into 2). We label K of these paths by ordinals less than K. We also suppose that for each a < /c, G a = Up<e A a $ with each A a> p abelian. For each function (p such that the domain of <p is a set of incomparable nodes of T with cardinality < y and the range of <p is a subset of 0, we form a set Q C G. For/ G G,/ G Q, if and only if (a) there is a one to one correspondence ^: dom ^ -» {a |/(a) 7 e 1} ;
(b) for each node a 6 dom <p, a is on the path labeled \p{a) ; (c) for each node a G dom (p,f(\f/(a)) G ^(«^(a). The number of Q,'s is 0< 7 , which, since 7 ^ cf 6 and 2 <ff = 0, equals 6.
The theorem will be completed by showing that each dp is abelian and that U? Q, = G. Suppose/, g G C v . For each a such that/(a), g (a) 5^ 1, only one node a G dom <£> can be on the path a, and so /(a), g (a) In addition to Examples 2 and 3, if G is the direct sum of free groups F n on X n generators for all n < co, P(G) = X w+ i-However, if P(G) = P(H) = Xo, then clearly from Theorem 3, P{G X H) = Xo-Can P(G) be a singular cardinal?
Remark 7. It follows from Theorems 5 and 6 that if K is an infinite cardinal and if G = ]C«<* G a with each G a finite and non-abelian, then x(G) = log K while P{G) = Xi. 
